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Abstract—In this work, we investigate the spatial diversity
gain offered by on-body channels in indoor environments. Nar-
rowband on-body channel measurements are conducted in a
dual-link topology, to cover various scenarios with different link
geometries and body movements. Cooperative dual-link com-
munications with equal-power allocation scheme are evaluated
based on the channel measurements. The simulated bit-error-
rate (BER) of the cooperative dual-link is compared with the
single-link performance. The results highlight the performance of
the cooperative scheme for uncorrelated channels with significant
fading variance and close pathloss level. In such cases, spatial
diversity effectively improves the quality and BER of on-body
communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless body area networks (WBANs) are bringing signif-

icant innovation in medical applications to enable long-term

wireless monitoring of the patients. This technology resorts

to short range communications between compact sensors/units

that are either implanted, worn, or placed in the vicinity of the

human body to detect and convey critical biomedical signals

[1]. Practical WBANs applications are challenged by the strict

requirements in power consumption and transmission quality.

Frameworks like ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 [2], [3] propose to

use one or more body-worn data sinks to collect the signals

from the sensors for processing and transmitting to the outside

networks. Such transmissions occurring on the surface of the

body (hence, the name on-body communications), are deeply

impacted by the scattering effects from both the body and the

environment. In particular, on-body channels are characterized

by: (1) pathloss levels which are high even over short dis-

tances, and sensitive to the polarization and the distribution of

the channels [4]; (2) deep fading in time and spatial domains

due to the movements of the body and the multi-path effects

from the environment [4]–[7]. As a result, large fluctuations

of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are anticipated in realistic

WBAN systems despite short inter-node distance, resulting

in link outages which are difficult to resolve with common

communication technologies.

A promising solution to overcome the uncertainty of on-

body channels is to deploy cooperative multi-link technologies

to exploit the spatial diversity from multiple channels in order

to mitigate the deep fading in a single on-body channel,

as studied in [8]. The efficiency of a cooperation scheme

is however limited by the design of the sensors, while its

performance is highly dependent on the channel properties,

such as the level of pathloss, the variation of the channel

fading, and the correlation between the channels. Particularly,

the dynamic propagation environment from one posture to

another posture changes so significantly that the BER benefits

from a static cooperation scheme could easily get lost. This

calls for a detailed characterization of on-body channels in

both time and spatial domains.

In this paper, we report on narrowband on-body channels

measurements using a dual-link topology in realistic indoor

environments. We characterize the time-variant channel fading

in each scenario, with different link geometries and body

movements. A cooperative dual-link with a simple, equal-

power allocation scheme is simulated based on the channel

measurements. The performance of this cooperation scheme

is evaluated via the bit-error-rate (BER) gain achieved in

the dual-link configuration and compared with the single-link

performance. Relationships between the BER gain and the

channel properties are also analyzed.

The paper is organized as follows, Section II describes the

context of the measurements; Section III presents the radio

channel characterization; Section IV evaluates the diversity

gain in the cooperative dual-link; and at last, Section V

summarizes our analysis.

II. MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

The goal of this work is to measure on-body channels in a

dual-link topology with one common transmitter (Tx) and two

receivers (Rx). Narrowband measurements were conducted at

2.47 GHz over a female volunteer. Five scenarios were investi-

gated with different link geometries, as described in Fig. 1. The

link geometries correspond to regions of medical monitoring,

like the chest, wrist, legs, and arms. Measurements in each

scenario include three different cases of body movements:

sleeping in a small room simulating the hospital environment,

shown in Fig. 2(a), a series of sit-stand motions in an indoor

environment, shown in Fig. 2(b), and a slow walking motion in
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TABLE I
MEASUREMENT SETUP AND BODY INFORMATION

Input power 5 dBm Frequency 2.47 GHz
IF bandwidth 1 kHz Sampling rate 1 ms
Measurement length 10 s Body height/weight 170 cm/65 kg
Waist perimeter 77 cm Hip perimeter 87 cm

the same indoor environment. Each measurement in a specific

case is 10 second long.

Fig. 1. Five on-body propagation scenarios, labeled as scenarios 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, from left to right: Tx represents the transmitter, and R1 and R2 represent
the receivers for channels 1 and 2 (positions of the antennas are measured in
centimeters, and their height is measured from the ground)

(a) Sleeping case

(b) Sit-stand and walking cases

Fig. 2. Motion scenarios

The channels were measured by the transmission S-

parameters using an Agilent PNA-X N5242A vector network

analyzer (VNA). The detailed setup of the measurement is

provided in Table I.

Three small-sized tangentially polarized SMT-3TO10M-A

Skycross antennas were directly attached on the skin. The

efficiency of the antennas is evaluated through the return loss,

i.e. S11 parameter. The average return-loss of both the Tx and
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Fig. 3. Comparison of mean, µ, of the fading amplitudes (on dB scale) for
channels 1 and 2

Rx was found to remain at a tolerable level (-9 dB in sleeping

cases, -10.2 dB in sit-stand cases, and -16.4 dB in walking

cases).

III. CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION

The statistics of the time-variant channel fading amplitude

are extracted for each motion mode in each link scenario. Fig.

3 and Fig. 4 present the mean, µ, and the standard deviation

(std), σ, of the fading amplitude on dB scale respectively. In

most measurements, channels 1 and 2 have different pathloss

levels. The largest pathloss difference between both channels is

found to be 37.6 dB (in sit-stand case, scenario 1). On the con-

trary, channels in the sit-stand and walking cases in scenarios

2 and 3 have closer pathloss. For a given scenario, the pathloss

can also change over different cases due to the change of the

postures and strong reflections from the surrounding objects.

This can be observed for channel 1, comparing the sleeping

and sit-stand cases in scenario 1. The temporal channel fading

is caused by the dynamic scattering from the body movements

and the multi-paths effect from the environment. It is natural

to observe a small variation of the channel fading in sleeping

cases in Fig. 4, since the body was not moving and the

environment was quite stationary. It is also interesting to find

that channel fading in sit-stand cases exhibits larger variations

than in walking cases. This is anticipated since the change of

the posture from sit to stand is quite significant, which will

bring larger variation of the body scattering. Generally, the

pathloss in realistic environments results from the combination

of the link geometry, polarization, body scattering, and antenna

gain.

The distribution of the fading amplitude (in linear scale) is

now investigated. The maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE)

is applied to estimate the following distributions: (1) Lognor-

mal; (2) Gamma; (3) Nakagami; (4) Rayleigh; (5) Normal; (6)

Weibull; (7) Exponential. The estimation results are evaluated

by comparing the mean square error (MSE). The average

MSE over all cases are presented in Fig. 5. It is clear that

the Rayleigh distribution, although commonly considered for

indoor propagation, does not fit the on-body channel fading.

The Lognormal, Gamma, and Weibull distributions show close

performance with the lowest MSEs.
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Fig. 5. Average MSE of estimated fading distributions

The correlation between channels 1 and 2 is investigated

via the correlation coefficient, ρ12 of their fading amplitudes

on dB scale (as the fading amplitudes have been found to be

lognormally distributed by Fig. 5), which are presented in Fig.

6. De-correlations between the channels are widely found in

sleeping, sit-stand, and walking cases. In some scenarios, a

higher channel correlation is found in sit-stand cases. This is

probably due to the significant scattering effect during large

changes of the body posture that dominates the time-variation

of the channels. Anti-correlation between the channels are

found in the walking case, scenario 2. Similar observations

were also found in other studies [9].
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Fig. 6. Correlation coefficients of the fading amplitudes (on dB scale) of
channels 1 and 2

IV. DIVERSITY ANALYSIS

We consider the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)

modulation, suggested in IEEE 802.15.4, to carry out the BER

analysis for both single-link and dual-link communications.

The BER of QPSK is a Q-function of the SNR [10]–[12].

The average BER is then expressed as:

BER(SNRTx) =

N
∑

n=1

Q(
√

2|h(n)|2SNRTx)

N
, (1)

where the SNRTx is the SNR evaluated at the transmit side,

|h(n)|2 is the channel gain at time instant n, and N is the total

number of temporal samples. To analyze the channel diversity,

the Q-function in Eq. 1 takes the SNR at the receive side as the

input to normalize the channel gain. The BER in both dual-link

and single-link schemes are also compared with the reference

BER in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.

The channel spatial diversity can be exploited for coop-

erative dual-link through e.g. the Alamouti code [13]. In

this paper, we consider an equal-power allocation scheme,

as suggested by [14], to reduce the complexity in practical

cooperative systems. To evaluate the BER in the dual-link

configuration, the dual-link SNR at the receive side is defined

as [15]:

SNRRx,D = SNRTx

|h1|
2 + |h2|

2

2
, (2)

where |h1|
2 and |h2|

2 represent channels 1 and 2. In (2),

the component (|h1|
2 + |h2|

2)/2 is treated as the synthesized

channel for the dual-link.

The equal-power allocation scheme is applicable when the

pathloss levels of both channels are close. By contrast, when

channel 1 is sensibly above channel 2, e.g. in the sit-stand case

in scenario 1 as depicted in Fig. 7(a), allocating half transmit

power to each channel will only cause a 3 dB decrease of the

SNR of the dual-link without mitigating the fading of channel

1. As a result, the simulated dual-link BER in Fig. 7(b) does

not get benefits from channel diversity. Under this situation, it

is suggested to only use the best channel rather than Alamouti

combining.

On the other hand, it is obvious that cooperative communi-

cations will not get benefits from channel diversity if the single

channels are already quite flat. From Fig. 4, one example can

be found in the sleeping case, scenario 4, as shown in Fig. 8.

The BERs achieved in either single-link or dual-link schemes

are quite close to the BER achieved in AWGN channels,

meaning that no diversity gain can be achieved when there

is no significant fading in the single channels.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 present two measurements for which

channels 1 and 2 exhibit close pathloss levels, yet with

significant fading. In both measurements, channels 1 and 2 are

uncorrelated or anti-correlated as shown in Fig. 6. Both cases

show significant diversity gains in the BER comparison in Fig.

9(b) and Fig. 10(b). From the synthesized dual-link channels

in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 9(a), we also observe the decrease of

the fading variation brought by the channel diversity. The dual-

link BER in walking case is better than in the sit-stand case
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(a) Channel measurements
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Fig. 7. Effect of pathloss difference, scenario 1, sit-stand case
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(a) Channel measurements
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Fig. 8. Effect of small channel fading, scenario 4, sleeping case

for two possible reasons: (1) the single links in the walking

case are characterized by a smaller fading variance and (2)

anti-correlation is found between the channels in the walking

case.

The above analysis shows that the diversity gain obtained in

a simple cooperation scheme, like the equal-power allocation

simulated in the paper, is indeed jointly determined by the

channel pathloss, fading, and correlation. In practical scenar-

ios, the time and spatial variation of on-body channels could

become quite large, especially when the body is changing the

posture. Consequently, the performance of the cooperative on-

body multi-links given specific link geometries is anticipated

to encounter large fluctuation in different motion modes and

environments.
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Fig. 9. Channel measurements and diversity gain, scenario 2, sit-stand case

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have evaluated the performance of a

cooperative dual-link on-body communications using a simple

equal-power allocation scheme based on channel measure-

ments in typical indoor environments. Various link geometries

and body movements have been investigated, which show

significant differences with respect to the channel fading char-

acteristics. Such differences are also reflected into the BER

analysis when comparing single-link and dual-link schemes.

The BER is able to exploit the channel spatial diversity if

the involved single links fulfill the following conditions: (1)

the channels in both single links exhibit close pathloss levels,

(2) the variation of the channel fading is significant, (3) the

channel correlation is low or negative. Spatial diversity is a key
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(a) Channel measurements
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Fig. 10. Channel measurements and diversity gain, scenario 2, walking case

factor for WBAN networks to mitigate the deep fading of on-

body channels, and the reliability of WBAN communications

can be effectively improved using cooperative multi-links,

which is critical for biomedical data transmission in daily

applications.
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